AWARD IS MADE ON JULY 1, 2016 TO THE LOW BIDDER ON THE FOLLOWING CONTRACTS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.

DBE PARTICIPANTS LISTED BY THE LOW BIDDER ARE NAMED BELOW. AWARD OF A CONTRACT TO A LOW BIDDER WHO HAS LISTED DBE PARTICIPANTS IN THE BID DOES NOT CONSTITUTE FINAL APPROVAL BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE LISTED DBE PARTICIPANTS. UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED, DBE PARTICIPANTS LISTED BELOW ARE ACCEPTABLE BY THE DEPARTMENT FOR SATISFYING THE DBE GOAL ON THE CONTRACT PROVIDED THE WORK OR SERVICE TO BE PERFORMED BY THE DBE IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE CONTRACT AND APPLICABLE FHWA REGULATIONS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Bidder</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>IRS #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0014176</td>
<td>Design Build Project Consisting of Bridge Replacements in Coweta, Crawford, Harris, Marion, Meriwether and Pike Counties. 1,095.00 Calendar Days B3CBA1601156-0. District 3 - Thomaston, Area Office 2 - Columbus PI # 0014176</td>
<td>C. W. MATTHEWS CONTRACTING CO., INC.</td>
<td>1600 Kenview Dr., N.W.</td>
<td>(770)422-7520</td>
<td>+********2729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Bidder</td>
<td>$7,514,011.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Bidder</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>IRS #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0014177</td>
<td>Design Build Project Consisting of Bridge Replacements in Atkinson, Ben Hill, Grady, Tift and Ware Counties. 1,095.00 Calendar Days B3CBA1601159-0. District 4 - Tifton, Area Office 4 - Moultrie PI # 0014177</td>
<td>SOUTHERN CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.</td>
<td>733 Liberty Expressway SE</td>
<td>(229)435-0786</td>
<td>+********7830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Bidder</td>
<td>$9,345,000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. STATE PROJECT 0014178, ALL COUNTIES COUNTY. DESIGN BUILD PROJECT CONSISTING OF BRIDGE REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN BACON, LAURENS, TELFAIR, TREUTLEN, WAYNE AND WHEELER COUNTIES. 1,095.00 CALENDAR DAYS B3CBA1601161-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 1 - BAXLEY PI # 0014178

LOW BIDDER
SOUTHERN CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
AMOUNT $9,796,000.00
733 LIBERTY EXPRESSWAY SE
ALBANY, GA 31703-0157
(229)435-0786
"IRS # "+******7830

4. STATE PROJECT 0013549, CHATHAM COUNTY. DESIGN BUILD PROJECT CONSISTING OF CONSTRUCTION OF A PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE ON SR 21 AT PARKSIDE BLVD (CS 705). 450.00 CALENDAR DAYS B3CBA1601145-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 5 - SAVANNAH PI # 0013549

ALL BIDS REJECTED

5. STATE PROJECT 0014174, ELBERT, HART, STEPHENS, WILKES COUNTIES. DESIGN BUILD PROJECT CONSISTING OF BRIDGE REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN ELBERT, HART, STEPHENS AND WILKES COUNTIES. 1,095.00 CALENDAR DAYS B3CBA1601151-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 3 - CARNESVILLE PI # 0014174

LOW BIDDER
E. R. SNELL CONTRACTOR, INC.
AMOUNT $6,472,300.00
1785 OAK RD.
SNELLVILLE, GA 30078-2233
(770)985-0600
"IRS # "+******7745

6. STATE PROJECT 0014175, GREENE, JACKSON, MORGAN, WALTON COUNTIES. DESIGN BUILD PROJECT CONSISTING OF BRIDGE REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN GREENE, JACKSON, MORGAN AND WALTON COUNTIES. 1,095.00 CALENDAR DAYS B3CBA1601153-0. DISTRICT 2 – TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 5 - MADISON PI # 0014175

LOW BIDDER
C. W. MATTHEWS CONTRACTING CO., INC.
AMOUNT $6,559,670.81
1600 KENVIEW DR., N.W.
MARIETTA, GA 30060-1086
(770)422-7520
"IRS # "+******2729
7. FEDERAL PROJECT M005413, BALDWIN COUNTY. 2.742 MILES OF MILLING, INLAY, PLANT MIX RESURFACING AND SINGLE SURFACE TREATMENT PAVING ON SR 24 BEGINNING NORTH OF LAKESIDE DR AND EXTENDING SOUTH OF MARSHALL RD. (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601241-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - MILLEDGEVILLE PI # M005413

LOW BIDDER  
PITTMAN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY  
AMOUNT  
$2,569,753.00  
1487 FARMER RD., N.W.  
CONYERS, GA 30012-7016  
(770)922-8660  
"IRS # "+******8416

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:  
EPPS BROTHERS, INC.  
TYPE OF WORK:  
SURFACE TREATMENT

8. FEDERAL PROJECT M005444, BALDWIN COUNTY. 11.142 MILES OF MILLING, INLAY, PLANT MIX RESURFACING, SINGLE SURFACE TREATMENT PAVING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 49 BEGINNING AT THE JONES COUNTY LINE AND EXTENDING WEST OF SR 122 (ELBERT ST). (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601166-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - MILLEDGEVILLE PI # M005444

LOW BIDDER  
REEVES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY  
AMOUNT  
$3,298,233.85  
4931 RIVERSIDE DR., BLDG. 100, STE. A  
MACON, GA 31210-1156  
(478)474-9092  
"IRS # "+******1369

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:  
A.M.S.I. (AMERICAN MATERIAL SERVICES, INC.)  
TYPE OF WORK:  
HAULING LIQUID AC

F. BOYINGTON TRUCKING, LLC.  
HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX

MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC.  
TRAFFIC CONTROL

WILKES CONCRETE CO., INC.  
MISCELLANEOUS CONCRETE

9. FEDERAL PROJECT CSSTP-0009-00(405), BARROW COUNTY. INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS ON US 29/SR 8 AT ED HOGAN RD (CR 97). (E) JUNE 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601142-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 2 - ATHENS PI # 0009405

DEFERRED
10. FEDERAL PROJECT 0013695, BARTOW, COBB, GORDON, MURRAY COUNTIES. SIGNING AND PAVEMENT MARKING UPGRADES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN BARTOW, COBB, GORDON AND MURRAY COUNTIES. (E) JUNE 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601185-0. DISTRICT 6 - CARTERSVILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - CARTERSVILLE PI # 0013695

LOW BIDDER       PROTECTION SERVICES, INC.
AMOUNT            $197,496.83
                  2105 SIGMAN RD., N.W.
                  CONYERS, GA 30012-3455
                  (770)760-8300
                  "IRS # "+******1976

11. FEDERAL PROJECT M005096, BULLOCH COUNTY. 6.120 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 119 CONN BEGINNING AT US 80/SR 26 AND EXTENDING TO MUDD RD (CR 588). (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601152-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 4 - STATESBORO PI # M005096

LOW BIDDER       CARROLL & CARROLL, INC.
AMOUNT            $1,198,998.00
                  18 FOUNDATION DR.
                  SAVANNAH, GA 31418-2212
                  (912)964-7446
                  "IRS # "+******8467

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

TYPE OF WORK:

CARROLL & CARROLL, INC. HOT MIX ASPHALTIC CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS
SCOTT & SONS TRUCKING, LLC HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
12. FEDERAL PROJECT M005445, BURKE COUNTY. 1.601 MILES OF MILLING, INLAY AND PLANT MIX RESURFACING SR 24 BEGINNING WEST OF SR 80 AND EXTENDING WEST OF SR 121/SR 56. (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601160-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 3 - LOUISVILLE PI # M005445

LOW BIDDER
REEVES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
AMOUNT $493,011.00
101 SHERATON CT.
MACON, GA 31210-1155
(478)474-9092
"IRS #"+******1369

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
GTG TRAFFIC SIGNALS, LLC TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS
PAULETTE TUCKER ENTERPRISES INC/DBA/ TUCKER GRADING & HAULING HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
RRB TRUCKING, LLC HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX

13. FEDERAL PROJECT 0013779 & 0013782, CANDLER COUNTY. SIGNING AND STRIPE UPGRADES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN CANDLER AND EFFINGHAM COUNTIES. (E) DECEMBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601168-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 4 - STATESBORO PI # 0013782

LOW BIDDER
SOUTHERN STATES PAVEMENT MARKINGS, INC.
AMOUNT $411,717.00
1745 LAKESIDE AVENUE
ST. AUGUSTINE, FL 32084
(904)814-8410
"IRS #"+******9782

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
ROADSCAPE NORTH FLORIDA, INC. THERMOPLASTIC TRAFFIC STRIPE
14. FEDERAL PROJECT M005441, CHATHAM COUNTY. 2.673 MILES OF MILLING AND PLANT MIX RESURFACING ON SR 404 SPUR BEGINNING WEST OF W. GWINNETT ST AND EXTENDING TO TALMADGE MEMORIAL BRIDGE. (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601148-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 5 - SAVANNAH PI # M005441

LOW BIDDER CARROLL & CARROLL, INC.
AMOUNT $1,111,101.00

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
CARROLL & CARROLL, INC. HOT MIX ASPHALTIC CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS
SCOTT & SONS TRUCKING, LLC HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX

15. FEDERAL PROJECT 0013777 & 0013870, CHATTOOGA COUNTY. SIGNING AND STRIPING UPGRADES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN CHATTOOGA AND WALKER COUNTIES. (E) DECEMBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601170-0. DISTRICT 6 - CARTERSVILLE, AREA OFFICE 4 - ROME PI # 0013870

LOW BIDDER PROTECTION SERVICES, INC.
AMOUNT $740,886.13

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
CTCS, INC. TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALISTS TRAFFIC CONTROL

16. FEDERAL PROJECT 0012620, COBB, DOUGLAS COUNTIES. 4.545 MILES OF OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS ON US 278/SR 6 BEGINNING AT I-20/SR 402 AND EXTENDING TO GARRETT RD; ALSO INCLUDES INSTALLATION OF CCTV SYSTEMS. (E) DECEMBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601198-0. DISTRICT 7 - CHAMBLEE, AREA OFFICE 3 - COLLEGE PARK PI # 0012620

DEFERRED
17. FEDERAL PROJECT M004877, COBB COUNTY. 9.188 MILES OF MILLING, INLAY AND PLANT MIX RESURFACING ON US 41/SR 3 BEGINNING AT AKERS MILL RD AND EXTENDING TO ERNEST BARRET PKWY. (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B15011-15-000-1. DISTRICT 7 - CHAMBLEE, AREA OFFICE 2 - MARIETTA PI # M004877

LOW BIDDER: BALEDW IN PAVING CO., INC.
AMOUNT: $6,004,962.75
1014 KENMILL DR., N.W.
MARIETTA, GA 30060-7911
(770)425-9191
"IRS #: +******0947

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:

EDWARD A. SCOTT TRUCKING COMPANY, INC. HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
HAULING MILLINGS

M.A.R. TRUCKING, INC. HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
HAULING MILLINGS

18. FEDERAL PROJECT M005061, DADE COUNTY. 8.661 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 136 BEGINNING EAST OF SR 58 AND EXTENDING TO THE WALKER COUNTY LINE. (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601136-0. DISTRICT 6 - CARTERSVILLE, AREA OFFICE 4 - ROME PI # M005061

LOW BIDDER: TALLEY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.
AMOUNT: $1,686,172.69
1751 MCFARLAND AVE.
ROSSVILLE, GA 30741-2265
(706)866-0596
"IRS #: +******2015

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:

EROSION SOLUTIONS, INC. GRASSING

GIBCO CONSTRUCTION, LLC HAULING AGGREGATE
19. FEDERAL PROJECT 0013871 & 0013872, DEKALB COUNTY. SIGNING AND STRIPING UPGRADES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN DEKALBS AND FULTON COUNTIES.
(E) SEPTEMBER 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601181-0. DISTRICT 7 - CHAMBLEE, AREA OFFICE 1 - CHAMBLEE PI # 0013871

LOW BIDDER
BALDWIN PAVING CO., INC.
AMOUNT $606,799.17
1014 KENMILL DR., N.W.
MARIETTA, GA 30060-7911
(770)425-9191
"IRS # +******0947

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
ADAMS GRADING COMPANY, INC. CLEARING AND GRUBBING RIGHT OF WAY
CLEAN WATER CONSULTANTS, INC. MISCELLANEOUS EROSION CONTROL ITEMS
LINCOLN TRUCKING, INC. HOT MIX ASPHALTIC CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
PSP ENTERPRISE, INC. HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
SAFETY SIGNAL CO., INC. THERMOPLASTIC TRAFFIC STRIPE

20. FEDERAL PROJECT M004951, FAYETTE COUNTY. 4.600 MILES OF MILLING, INLAY AND PLANT MIX RESURFACING ON SR 314 BEGINNING NORTH OF SR 85 AND EXTENDING TO NORTH OF SR 279.
(E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601164-0. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 5 - LAGRANGE PI # M004951

LOW BIDDER
E. R. SNELL CONTRACTOR, INC.
AMOUNT $1,968,296.05
1785 OAK RD.
SNEILLVILLE, GA 30078-2233
(770)985-0600
"IRS # +******7745

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
CBK MECHANICAL, INC. TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION
DERRICK PUGH, INC. HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
GRAHAM HAULING, INC. HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
21. FEDERAL PROJECT 0013868 & 0013869, GILMER COUNTY. SIGNING AND STRIPING UPGRADES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN GILMER AND PICKENS COUNTIES. SEPTEMBER 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601202-0. DISTRICT 6 - CARTERSVILLE, AREA OFFICE 2 - DALTON PI # 0013869.

LOW BIDDER: PROTECTION SERVICES, INC.
AMOUNT: $500,725.98

LOW BIDDER: PROTECTION SERVICES, INC.
AMOUNT: $500,725.98

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
CTCS, INC. TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALISTS TRAFFIC CONTROL

22. FEDERAL PROJECT STP00-0013-01(063), GWINNETT, HALL COUNTIES. 1.684 MILES OF WIDENING AND RECONSTRUCTION ON SR 13 (BUFORD HWY) BEGINNING AT SAWNEE AVE AND EXTENDING TO FRIENDSHIP RD. JUNE 30, 2020 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601213-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - GAINESVILLE PI # 132950-

LOW BIDDER: E. R. SNELL CONTRACTOR, INC.
AMOUNT: $16,344,141.33

LOW BIDDER: E. R. SNELL CONTRACTOR, INC.
AMOUNT: $16,344,141.33

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
CELEBRITY FENCE COMPANY, INC. FENCE (CHAIN LINK, WOVEN OR BARBED WIRE)
GC ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS, LLC TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION
HIGHWAY SERVICES, INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS
JOE DIRT HAULING HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
HAULING AGGREGATE
HAULING SOIL TO THE PROJECT
LAGNIAPPE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, INC. MISCELLANEOUS CONCRETE
PALMER, INCORPORATED HAULING AGGREGATE
HAULING SOIL WITHIN THE PROJECT
TONY COOK TRUCKING, LTD. HAULING SOIL WITHIN THE PROJECT
HAULING AGGREGATE
HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
23. FEDERAL PROJECT 0013805 & 0013874, HALL COUNTY. SIGNING AND STRIPING UPGRADES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN HALL AND STEPHENS COUNTIES.
(E) DECEMBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601174-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - GAINESVILLE PI # 0013805

LOW BIDDER: PARKER TRAFFIC MARKINGS, INC.
AMOUNT: $612,605.60

265 PUTNAM ROAD
CLEVELAND, GA 30528-4989
(706) 219-1974
"IRS #: +********7151

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:

TRANSafe, INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS

24. FEDERAL PROJECT 0011672, JACKSON COUNTY. TRAFFIC SIGNAL UPGRADES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN JACKSON COUNTY.
(E) AUGUST 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601234-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 2 - ATHENS PI # 0011672

LOW BIDDER: BROOKS-BERRY-HAYNIE & ASSOC., INC.
AMOUNT: $2,263,895.35

600 DISCOVERY PLACE
MABLETON, GA 30126-4680
(770) 874-1162
"IRS #: +********9047

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:

BATES PRECAST CONCRETE, INC. TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION

JJ DAL SUPPLY COMPANY, LLP TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION
25. FEDERAL PROJECT M004600, JEFF DAVIS COUNTY. 8.761 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING, SINGLE SURFACE TREATMENT PAVING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 107 BEGINNING AT THE COFFEE COUNTY LINE AND EXTENDING TO US 221/SR 135. (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1600800-1. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 1 - BAXLEY PI # M004600

LOW BIDDER: EVERETT DYKES GRASSING CO., INC.
AMOUNT: $2,394,997.75

COCHRAN, GA 31014-1252
(478)934-2707
"IRS # "+******4952

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
HENDRIX HAULING COMPANY, INC. HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. TRAFFIC CONTROL
SOUTHERN ADVANCED SOLUTIONS, LLC MISCELLANEOUS EROSION CONTROL ITEMS

26. FEDERAL PROJECT M005420, JEFFERSON COUNTY. 0.868 MILE OF MILLING, INLAY AND PLANT MIX RESURFACING ON SR 4 BEGINNING NORTH OF SR 17 AND EXTENDING SOUTH OF QUAKER RD. (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601147-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 3 - LOUISVILLE PI # M005420

LOW BIDDER: C AND H PAVING, INC.
AMOUNT: $399,871.18

THOMSON, GA 30824
(706)595-5351
"IRS # "+******5746

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
GTG TRAFFIC SIGNALS, LLC TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS
27. FEDERAL PROJECT BRZLB-0175-00(012) & BRZLB-0175-00(013) & BRZLB-0175-00(034), LAURENS COUNTY. 0.325 MILE OF CONSTRUCTION OF A TOTAL OF 3 BRIDGES AND APPROACHES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN LAURENS COUNTY. (E) APRIL 30, 2018 COMPLETION DATE. B1TIA1601244-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 2 - DUBLIN PI # 270746-

LOW BIDDER  E. R. SNELL CONTRACTOR, INC.
AMOUNT  $3,981,781.90
1785 OAK RD.
SNELLVILLE, GA 30078-2233
(770)985-0600
"IRS #:":"********7745

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
C & G CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. MISCELLANEOUS CONCRETE
CYMCO 7, INC. REINFORCEMENT STEEL
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS
S.A.B.E., INC. HAULING RIP RAP TO PROJECT, ALL SIZES
THE SHARON COMPANY, INC. GUARD RAIL

28. FEDERAL PROJECT CSBRG-0007-00(040), LINCOLN, MCDUFFIE COUNTIES. 0.650 MILE OF CONSTRUCTION OF A BRIDGE AND APPROACHES ON SR 43 OVER LITTLE RIVER. (E) MARCH 31, 2018 COMPLETION DATE. B15016-15-000-1. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 4 - AUGUSTA PI # 0007040

LOW BIDDER  SCOTT BRIDGE COMPANY, INC.
AMOUNT  $14,860,523.65
2641 INTERSTATE DRIVE
OPELIKA, AL 36801-4339
(334)749-5045
"IRS #:":"+********0583

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
RRB TRUCKING, LLC HAULING AGGREGATE
S.A.B.E., INC. HAULING AGGREGATE
THE SHARON COMPANY, INC. GUARD RAIL
29. FEDERAL PROJECT M005008, LONG COUNTY. 14.607 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 23 BEGINNING AT SR 23/SR 38/SR 57 AND EXTENDING TO THE TATTNALL COUNTY LINE.  
(E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601183-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 3 - BRUNSWICK PI # M005008  

LOW BIDDER     EAST COAST ASPHALT, LLC  
AMOUNT         $2,814,904.79  
822 RC DRIVE  
DOUGLAS, GA 31535  
(912)384-8114  
"IRS #: "+******2771  

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:  
TYPE OF WORK:  
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. TRAFFIC CONTROL  
RDLC, LLC HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX  
SOUTHERN ADVANCED SOLUTIONS, LLC GRASSING  

30. FEDERAL PROJECT M005224, MARION COUNTY. 1.620 MILES OF SURFACE TREATMENT MIX ON SR 137 SPUR BEGINNING AT SR 137 AND EXTENDING TO SR 355.  
(E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601210-0. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 2 - COLUMBUS PI # M005224  

LOW BIDDER     EVERETT DYKES GRASSING CO., INC.  
AMOUNT         $123,350.92  
1339 GA. HWY. 112  
COCHRAN, GA 31014-1252  
(478)934-2707  
"IRS #: "+******4952  

31. FEDERAL PROJECT M005421, MCDUFFIE COUNTY. 1.837 MILES OF MILLING, INLAY AND PLANT MIX RESURFACING ON SR 12 BEGINNING EAST OF MT PLEASANT RD AND EXTENDING TO SR 10.  
(E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601163-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 4 - AUGUSTA PI # M005421  

LOW BIDDER     C AND H PAVING, INC.  
AMOUNT         $585,186.65  
204 MAIN STREET  
THOMSON, GA 30824  
(706)595-5351  
"IRS #: "+******5746  

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:  
TYPE OF WORK:  
GTG TRAFFIC SIGNALS, LLC TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION  
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS
32. FEDERAL PROJECT M005030, MONTGOMERY, TOOMBS COUNTIES. 5.255 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING, SINGLE SURFACE TREATMENT PAVING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 130 BEGINNING AT SR 135 AND EXTENDING TO SR 30.
(E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1600819-1. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 1 - BAXLEY PI # M005030

LOW BIDDER REEVES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
AMOUNT $1,309,679.20

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
A.M.S.I. (AMERICAN MATERIAL SERVICES, INC.) HAULING LIQUID AC
F. BOYINGTON TRUCKING, LLC. HAULING AGGREGATE
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. TRAFFIC CONTROL

(E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601146-0. DISTRICT 6 - CARTERSVILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - CARTERSVILLE PI # M005128

LOW BIDDER COLDITZ TRUCKING, INC.
AMOUNT $1,731,414.03

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
CBK MECHANICAL, INC. TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION
POWELL'S TRUCKING, LLC HAULING MILLINGS
SAFETY SIGNAL CO., INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS
TRANSafe, INC. THERMOPLASTIC TRAFFIC STRIPE
34. FEDERAL PROJECT M005265, SUMTER COUNTY. 4.770 MILES OF SURFACE TREATMENT MIX ON SR 118 BEGINNING AT THE LEE COUNTY LINE AND EXTENDING TO US 280/SR 30. (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601221-0. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 3 - PERRY PI # M005265

LOW BIDDER           EVERETT DYKES GRASSING CO., INC.
AMOUNT      $347,081.37

1339 GA. HWY. 112
COCHRAN, GA 31014-1252
(478)934-2707
"IRS # "+******4952

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
BULKHAULERS, INC. HAULING AGGREGATE
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. TRAFFIC CONTROL

35. FEDERAL PROJECT M005341, SUMTER COUNTY. 2.710 MILES OF SURFACE TREATMENT MIX ON SR 195 BEGINNING AT THE LEE COUNTY LINE AND EXTENDING TO WEST ALLEN ST. (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601219-0. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 3 - PERRY PI # M005341

LOW BIDDER           EVERETT DYKES GRASSING CO., INC.
AMOUNT      $176,620.45

1339 GA. HWY. 112
COCHRAN, GA 31014-1252
(478)934-2707
"IRS # "+******4952

36. FEDERAL PROJECT 0013778, TELFAIR COUNTY. SIGNING AND STRIPING UPGRADES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN TELFAIR COUNTY. (E) JUNE 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601158-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 1 - BAXLEY PI # 0013778

LOW BIDDER           PEEK PAVEMENT MARKING, LLC
AMOUNT      $238,846.00

4600 PEEK INDUSTRIAL DR.
COLUMBUS, GA 31909-5432
(706)563-5867
"IRS # "+******2023

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS
37. **FEDERAL PROJECT 0013791 & 0013792, TIFT COUNTY. SIGNING AND STRIPING UPGRADES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN THOMAS AND TIFT COUNTIES.**

   (E) OCTOBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601167-0. DISTRICT 4 - TIFTON, AREA OFFICE 4 - MOULTRIE PI # 0013791

   LOW BIDDER  PEEK PAVEMENT MARKING, LLC
   AMOUNT  $440,454.74
   COLUMBUS, GA 31909-5432
   (706)563-5867
   "IRS # "+******2023

   **DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:**

   **TYPE OF WORK:**

   MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC.  HIGHWAY SIGNS

38. **FEDERAL PROJECT M004953, TROUP COUNTY. 14.341 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING AND SINGLE SURFACE TREATMENT PAVING ON SR 14 BEGINNING NORTH OF SR 18 AND EXTENDING TO FERRELL DR.**

   (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601242-0. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 5 - LAGRANGE PI # M004953

   LOW BIDDER  C. W. MATTHEWS CONTRACTING CO., INC.
   AMOUNT  $4,919,034.37
   MARIETTA, GA 30060-1086
   (770)422-7520
   "IRS # "+******2729

   **DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:**

   **TYPE OF WORK:**

   CBK MECHANICAL, INC.  TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION
   CIRCLE B HAULING, LLC  HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
   COMPLETE HAULING INC.  HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
   FOUR SEASONS TRUCKING, INC.  HAULING LIQUID AC
   GATOR HAULING, LLC  HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
   NORWOOD TRUCKING, LLC  HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX HAULING AGGREGATE
   WAGNER HAULING, INC.  HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
39. FEDERAL PROJECT M004946, WILKES COUNTY. 1.469 MILES OF MILLING, INLAY, PLANT MIX RESURFACING, SINGLE SURFACE TREATMENT PAVING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 17 BUS BEGINNING AT SR 17 AND EXTENDING TO US 78/ SR 10. (E) MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE.  B1CBA1601157-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 4 - AUGUSTA PI # M004946

LOW BIDDER: C AND H PAVING, INC.
AMOUNT: $384,230.29

THOMSON, GA 30824
(706)595-5351
"IRS #:"+********5746

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
EPPS BROTHERS, INC.
TYPE OF WORK: SURFACE TREATMENT

40. STATE PROJECT 0013653, ALL COUNTIES COUNTY. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN DISTRICT 2. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE.  B3CBA1601186-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 4 - AUGUSTA PI # 0013653

LOW BIDDER: RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
AMOUNT: $628,306.11

CHESTERFIELD, MI 48051-1718
(586)270-2005
"IRS #:"+********2367

41. STATE PROJECT 0013635, BANKS COUNTY. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN BANKS COUNTY. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE.  B3CBA1601205-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 3 - CARNESVILLE PI # 0013635

LOW BIDDER: RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
AMOUNT: $551,267.41

CHESTERFIELD, MI 48051-1718
(586)270-2005
"IRS #:"+********2367
42. STATE PROJECT 0013649, BARTOW, GORDON COUNTIES. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN BARTOW AND GORDON COUNTIES. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601173-0. DISTRICT 6 - CARTERSVILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - CARTERSVILLE PI # 0013649

LOW BIDDER: LU, INC.
AMOUNT: $501,149.96
113 STONEWALL DR.
CARROLLTON, GA 30117-3514
(770)830-7974
"IRS #: ******2539

43. STATE PROJECT 0013655, BRYAN, BULLOCH, CANDLER, EFFINGHAM COUNTIES. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN BRYAN, BULLOCH, CANDLER AND EFFINGHAM COUNTIES. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601175-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 4 - STATESBORO PI # 0013655

LOW BIDDER: RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
AMOUNT: $762,980.64
53861 GRATIOT AVE.
CHESTERFIELD, MI 48051-1718
(586)270-2005
"IRS #: ******2367

44. STATE PROJECT 0013648, CATOOSA, WHITFIELD COUNTIES. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN CATOOSA AND WHITFIELD COUNTIES. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601149-0. DISTRICT 6 - CARTERSVILLE, AREA OFFICE 2 - DALTON PI # 0013648

LOW BIDDER: LU, INC.
AMOUNT: $878,084.77
113 STONEWALL DR.
CARROLLTON, GA 30117-3514
(770)830-7974
"IRS #: ******2539

45. STATE PROJECT 0013656, CHATHAM COUNTY. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN CHATHAM COUNTY. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601222-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 5 - SAVANNAH PI # 0013656

LOW BIDDER: RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
AMOUNT: $309,721.60
53861 GRATIOT AVE.
CHESTERFIELD, MI 48051-1718
(586)270-2005
"IRS #: ******2367
46. STATE PROJECT 0013642, CLAYTON, DEKALB, HENRY COUNTIES. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN CLAYTON, DEKALB AND HENRY COUNTIES. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601169-0. DISTRICT 7 - CHAMBLEE, AREA OFFICE 1 - CHAMBLEE PI # 0013642

LOW BIDDER
RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
AMOUNT $266,985.62
53861 GRATIOT AVE.
CHESTERFIELD, MI 48051-1718
(586)270-2005
"IRS # '+******2367

47. STATE PROJECT 0013639, COBB, DOUGLAS COUNTIES. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN COBB AND DOUGLAS COUNTIES. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601199-0. DISTRICT 7 - CHAMBLEE, AREA OFFICE 3 - COLLEGE PARK PI # 0013639

LOW BIDDER
RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
AMOUNT $662,603.92
53861 GRATIOT AVE.
CHESTERFIELD, MI 48051-1718
(586)270-2005
"IRS # '+******2367

48. STATE PROJECT 0013651, DADE COUNTY. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN DADE COUNTY. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601223-0. DISTRICT 6 - CARTERSVILLE, AREA OFFICE 4 - ROME PI # 0013651

LOW BIDDER
LU, INC.
AMOUNT $647,742.50
113 STONEWALL DR.
CARROLLTON, GA 30117-3514
(770)830-7974
"IRS # '+******2539

49. STATE PROJECT 0013652, DADE COUNTY. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN DADE COUNTY. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601195-0. DISTRICT 6 - CARTERSVILLE, AREA OFFICE 4 - ROME PI # 0013652

LOW BIDDER
LU, INC.
AMOUNT $581,560.43
113 STONEWALL DR.
CARROLLTON, GA 30117-3514
(770)830-7974
"IRS # '+******2539
50. STATE PROJECT 0013640, DEKALB, FULTON COUNTIES. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN DEKALB AND FULTON COUNTIES. AUGUST 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601201-0. DISTRICT 7 – CHAMBLEE, AREA OFFICE 1 - CHAMBLEE PI # 0013640

LOW BIDDER          RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
AMOUNT $894,321.90

51. STATE PROJECT 0013636, FRANKLIN COUNTY. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601206-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 3 - CARNESVILLE PI # 0013636

LOW BIDDER          RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
AMOUNT $453,556.70

52. STATE PROJECT 0013637, FRANKLIN, HART COUNTIES. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN FRANKLIN AND HART COUNTIES. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601208-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 3 - CARNESVILLE PI # 0013637

LOW BIDDER          RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
AMOUNT $478,649.23

53. STATE PROJECT 0013641, GWINNETT, HALL COUNTIES. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN GWINNETT AND HALL COUNTIES. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601182-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - GAINESVILLE PI # 0013641

LOW BIDDER          RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
AMOUNT $449,347.76
54. STATE PROJECT 0013633, JACKSON COUNTY. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN JACKSON COUNTY. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601203-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 2 - ATHENS PI # 0013633

LOW BIDDER
RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
53861 GRATIOT AVE.
CHESTERFIELD, MI 48051-1718
(586)270-2005
"IRS #:+******2367

AMOUNT $414,238.20

55. STATE PROJECT 0013634, JACKSON COUNTY. GUARDRAIL REPLACEMENTS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN JACKSON COUNTY. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601204-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 2 - ATHENS PI # 0013634

LOW BIDDER
RMD HOLDINGS, LTD. D/B/A NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
53861 GRATIOT AVE.
CHESTERFIELD, MI 48051-1718
(586)270-2005
"IRS #:+******2367

AMOUNT $554,840.15

56. STATE PROJECT 007050, PULASKI COUNTY. 1.482 MILES OF CONSTRUCTION OF A TOTAL OF 2 BRIDGES AND APPROACHES ON SR 26 OVER OCMULGEE RIVER. JUNE 30, 2019 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601188-0. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 3 - PERRY PI # 0007050

LOW BIDDER
GEORGIA BRIDGE AND CONCRETE, LLC
4635 NORTH ROYAL ATLANTA DRIVE
TUCKER, GA 30084
(770)934-1839
"IRS #:+******0265

AMOUNT $15,197,018.08

57. STATE PROJECT M004886, RICHMOND COUNTY. 3.570 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING AND SINGLE SURFACE TREATMENT PAVING ON SR 121 BEGINNING SOUTH OF TOBACCO RD AND EXTENDING NORTH OF LUMPKIN RD. MAY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601154-0. DISTRICT 2 – TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 4 - AUGUSTA PI # M004886

LOW BIDDER
BEAM’S CONTRACTING, INC.
15030 ATOMIC RD.
BEECH ISLAND, SC 29842-8319
(803)827-0136
"IRS #:+******5449

AMOUNT $3,301,813.31
58. STATE PROJECT STP00-8016-00(003), MUSCOGEE COUNTY. 2.004 MILES OF CONSTRUCTION AND WIDENING FOR ADDITIONAL LANES ON SR 982 (TALBOTTON RD/WARM SPRINGS RD) BEGINNING AT 7TH AVE AND EXTENDING TO WOODRUFF RD/HILTON AVE. 0.00 CALENDAR DAYS.

B3CBA1600988-1. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 2 - COLUMBUS

PI # 350730-

LOW BIDDER: ROBINSON PAVING COMPANY
AMOUNT: $29,438,708.00

5425 SCHATULGA RD.
COLUMBUS, GA 31907-1955
(706)563-7959
"IRS #: "+******7969